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OXFORD SCENERY,  OXFORD
BEER,  DIDCOT TRADITIONS.

REAL ALE,  REAL TRAIL.
Grand Master :

Popeye
(Peter Cave)

07982 278467(m)
01483 285189(h)

Joint Masters:
Spingo

(Angela Steers)
   01737 247579(h)

Terminator
(Gill Jones)

020 8394 2327(h)
Religious Advisor :

Clutching Hand
(Peter Atkins

01932 863093 (h)
07922 111 004(m)
Clutcher’s Mate :

G & T
(Diana George)

01372 373 856(h)
Hash Cash :

Hans der Schwanz
(Jerry Partington)
01483 723 746 (h)

Trail Masters:
Atalanta

(Karen Peek)
 07810 553755(m)

and
Bonn Bugle

(Jo Avey)
07718 903493 (m)
DapperHasherie:

SBJ
(Fran Ridout)

07793 462919(m)
Biermeister:

J Arthur (Thomas)
01483  224491 (h)

Joint-Secs :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747(h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
07730 202263 (m)

onsec@surreyh3.org
 www.surreyh3.org                              

or an X meant go all the way back.
Also that three blobs was On, a
total fabrication; we soon found
that the hares put Xs (or bars, or
Fs) long after we had run past three
blobs. So we had to wend our
weary way back through the mud
for half a mile or more to resume
elsewhere. Repeatedly.....

False trails proliferated; Popeye
says he ran four at a single check.
Initially we found  white flour
everywhere, all mixed up with the
blue marks of the middle trail and
the pink of the walkers, but once
we were past this plethora we were
on empty. No flour to be found,
only calls and rebukes and
rudeness from the hares. Our coach
had reached Shillingford Bridge by
mistake on the way there, and lo
and behold, a false trail took us
over the bridge, or rather, flour
which petered out. Only frantic

calling from the hares brought us
back, though we should have seen
that once over the bridge we would
have had to hash to the next one to
get home - many many miles
further on..... Still, now that I have
said all this, let me admit that we
had an excellent scenic and
entertaining run. Those from Berks
and Oxon and Didcot who run the
long trails are young and fit and
athletic, at least by comparison
with Surrey, but somehow the five
of us kept up perfectly well. Give
the credit to the hares? or to our
determination? “We” were David
Platt, Popeye, Simple, Stilton, and
I. We covered well over 10 miles,
possibly 11, in 2 hrs 15 minutes;
do some arithmetic and you will
see that that is further and faster
than we do in Surrey. The trail
took in the Thames, various
meadows and woods, Whittenham
Clump (when you have been

running for almost 2 hours such a
hill is taxing), an Iron Age fort,
which was very picturesque, loam-
rich fields, and shoe-heavy back
into the village. Vintage hashing.

The medium trail was by all
reports tedious and uninspiring,
consisting largely of housing
estates on the outskirts of
Wallingford. The walk
corresponded to selected bits of the
long trail, and must have been
pleasant enough; Mrs G was the
only one from Surrey to do it. Her
ever-loving husband was of course
much in the firing-line as the man
who ran out of beer last year, but
our Uncle Gerry more than rose to
the occasion, he was in superb
form, giving back much better than
he got, and doubtless responsible
for the strange decision that we in
Surrey will organise next year’s
CAMRA festival. It is up to us to
prove to the rest that we can not

only lay good trails in superb
settings (First On with Low Profile
and Tosser ensured that, a 12-
month ago) but provide enough
beer for seasoned drinkers to feel
at home.

Not that Surrey are slouches when
it comes to sinking a few pints.
Lord Raleigh resembled an owl on
the way home, while I overheard
our GM and a predecessor discuss
the merits of TV celebrities, God
help us, in a most knowledgeable
fashion. O tempora, o mores!

We should have been 24. Abba and
Greenpeace let me know they
could not make it; Atalanta had too
happy a time the night before (her
story was that she had too much
work), and Hairy Buns should
have been on the coach.  In the
village,  Golden Balls, Ear
Trumpet, Captain Webb and Val
never showed up, to their

everlasting shame. Down to 16, of
whom two were friends of Sabrina
expected at 10.45 and arriving at
2.45....  14  Surrey hashers. On the
other hand those there had a superb
day, and what more can one ask?
The beer was brilliant - we can all
recommend “Power Station”. I
never learned why the barmaids
were refusing to broach the kegs of
“Vicar’s Daughter”.

I noticed that in the singing each
person toasted was a hasher in the
first reference, an arsehole in the
second, a distinction I have not
heard Surrey observe. Our visitors
are hashers, while we remain
arseholes throughout.....

Those not overcome by the
birthday thrash  nor with us upon
St Crispin’s Day had an alternative
trail laid by Spingo, recorded for
posterity, and for you,  by Tug,
attached as a separate sheet.

When the three hares for the long
trail assembled, one was much
mocked by his mates for bringing a
mere moiety of a bag. What we
found during the trail was that the
others had contributed still less;
never have I run so far on so little
flour. The hash(es) did not begin at
11 am as strict Surrey convention
requires; the scrum in the hall
heard indistinctly a confused
address at 11.07, and then a
rambling rigmarole outside in the
cold from the chief hare, so that it
was 11.20 when we began. He had
promised us “all the usual Didcot
marks for a trail this length”; that
meant nothing to us, so he kindly
explained that they called a fish
hook check a Busby, apparently
from the predilection of one of
their hashers for such fun, and that
no one should check till at least 6
had arrived, and that an F or a bar
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line 2010

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

1862 19-Dec Popeye Box Hill NT cp.

1863 26-Dec Golden Balls Blackheath

1864 02-Jan Hare Eater,
Lippy

 Tilford

1865 09-Jan Icepyck, Elle
T-Shirt

Hampton Court

1866 16-Jan

1867 23-Jan

Run 1861

Date 12- Dec-2010

Hare FRB

Venue Colgate

On-On The Dragon

Post C RH12 4SY

Atlas

 OS 228 327

19th December Jingle Bells Party, G & Tea’s place. £10 per  head
for food and drinks, pay at door.  The hosts hope you will not
arrive before 2 pm. Park ONLY where permitted as shown on
map, to be issued.

22nd/23rd January.  Un  Ballo in Maschera.  Southsea. Price per
head (sharing) £75 members, others £80. Black Tie Dinner and
Masked Dance.  Saturday hash by Low Profile, Sunday run round
historic Portsmouth by JMs. Quiz and spot prizes.

Theology for Advent Tomorrow, 8th December, is the Feast of
the Immaculate Conception. Those of you who confuse this with
the Virgin Birth, a completely different and unrelated doctrine,
are encouraged to brush up your ideas on Original Sin......

Thought for December. Financiers of the Citigroup are now on
record asserting that capitalism is more important than
democracy.

From M25 take Junction 9 and take A24 towards Dorking.
Continue A24 south from Dorking as far as Horsham; left onto
A264. Continue to Faygate/Colgate rbt; turn right for Colgate.
Pub is 1 mile down Tower Road. Or (saves 5 minutes) M23 to
Junction 11; A264 towards Horsham. Left at rbt for Colgate.

An amorous M.A./ Said of Cupid, the C.D./ From
their prodigal use/ He is, I deduce,/ The John Jacob
A.H.                                   (Pronounce the initials to
rhyme with the first line as if spoken in full; J J Astor
was one of the earliest millionaires)

A dentist, young Doctor Malone/ Got a charming
young patient alone,/ And, in his depravity/ He filled
the wrong cavity/ Just see how his practice has grown!

To Sadie the touch of a male meant/ An emotional
cardiac ailment;/ And acuteness of breath/ Caused her
untimely death/ In the course of erotic impalement.


